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LAP Lambert Academic Publishing, Germany, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Aufl. Language:
English. Brand new Book. Water resources planning and development is broadly concerned with
the accurate assessment, identification and management of water from different sources for the
welfare of the human being. In this work entitled "Planning for development of water resources of
Maner River basin," an attempt has been made to assess the surface water potential of the Maner
basin and to determine the optimal annual yields by simultaneously optimizing the cropping
pattern for each major and medium projects at the same time, satisfying the project specific
demands to the maximum possible extent during a successful year. System analysis techniques are
widely used in the field of water resources planning and management. Linear Programming (LP)
based models can handle a very large number of decision variables and constraints which are
generally encountered during the studies on river basins. The integrated reservoir yield model, an
implicit stochastic LP based model, is applied to assess the optimal annual multi-yields with
specific reliabilities and to determine the optimal cropping plan of the projects of the Maner basin.
This book is useful for Students and engineers of water resources engineering field.
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Reviews
This publication could be worthy of a study, and superior to other. it was writtern extremely perfectly and beneficial. I am just easily could possibly get a
delight of reading through a published pdf.
-- Prof. Bernie Torphy
I just started o reading this article ebook. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. I am just very happy to let you know that this is the best
ebook i actually have read through inside my individual daily life and can be he finest ebook for possibly.
-- Dayne Johns
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